Wrapping Up:

Review the C-CDA IAT Dashboard and Roadmap, cover the parking lot items, and reflect on the event.

Jean Duteau; Joginder Madra

C-CDA IAT Dashboard
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Key accomplishments

Completed

- New alternateIdentifier extension
- Corrected confusion about laboratory, pathology and diagnostic imaging reports in the Clinical Notes Data Domain of CDA 2.0
- Contributions for CDA participants in different entry types:
  - https://confluence.hl7.org/display/CDA/CDA+Extensions
  - https://hl7-cda-examples.herokuapp.com/examples/view/Header/Direct%20Address

In Progress

- More guidance on when to generate Encounter Summary Documents (Data Usability WG)
- Template rework options for Problem Concerns and Allergy Concerns (Data Usability WG)
- More guidance on the use of Section Time Range (Data Usability WG)
- Tool for showing differences between two value sets (Data Usability WG)
- Use of Referral Notes and Consultation Notes to support closed-loop referrals

https://confluence.hl7.org/display/CDA/CDA+R2+C-CDA+2.1+Implementation-A-Thon+Action+Items
CDA Roadmap

- New IG Quality Criteria
- New JIRA process for issue reporting and tracking
- New GitHub Repo strategy for managing resources associated with an IG
- Pilot to experiment with using FHIR’s IG Publisher Tooling to create CDA IGs

C-CDA Roadmap Update

C-CDA Roadmap (Pathway to 2022)

1. 2021 September/October: Ensures Package Publish a clean version of C/CDA 2.1 including enus package (which is supported in CDA extensions) to CDA

2. 2022 January C-CDA Buyer Box: Roll out templates out of the Companion Guide (US/CA v1) into CDA

- Ensures any design changes or existing templates in C/CDA 2.1 match the US/CA

3. 2023 January Companion Guide Box: US/CA; CDA design is done in separate Companion guide (US/CA)